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Witch Child
STEDHO & MAXE L'HERMENIER

Jean is not only the son of a witch, he’s the grandson of a witch, the
brother of a witch and the cousin of a whole host of witches. But
he can’t cast spells. In his family the gift of magic is passed on only
from mother to daughter. He has grown used to the fact that
thunder and lightning starts up when his sister has a nightmare
and he doesn’t turn a hair if one of his aunts appears out of
nowhere in their Paris apartment. But then a magic-drinker attacks
his family, turning the witches one by one into lifeless dolls. It’s up
to Jean and his sister to try to save them.

Atmospheric, filled with excitement and
strong, very human characters
LIGNE CLAIRE

‘Witch Child’ is an utterly thrilling adventure populated by well-
developed characters. Stedho’s drawings bring the world of the
children’s novel by Pierre Bottero to life in style. In the second
volume too, ‘The Dream Thief’, in which Jean at last has the gift of
magic himself, Stedho’s dynamic scenes and lively, warm colours
are the backbone of the book. The contemporary setting makes this
two-part series about ancient powers feel fresh and familiar. With
humour and verve, Stedho and Max L’Hermenier create a world
that is both realistic and magical.

One of the greatest artistic talents of the
world of Flemish graphic novels. Stedho is
clearly having a blast here. His pictures
rock as never before
ENOLA

AUTHORS

Steven Dhondt, or Stedho (b. 1974), has

been drawing his whole life. After a brief
career as an architect, he decided to
become a full-time illustrator and cartoonist.
‘Red Rider’, a contemporary adaptation of a
classic comic series, earned him rave
reviews. Daan Quichot is his solo debut for
children. Photo © Kris Snoeck  Maxe
L’Hermenier (b. 1985) is a French writer for

comics. A prolific author, he sets his stories
in very different universes, from realism
through humour to science fiction.

ORIGINAL TITLE This series was originally

published in French (‘Fils de sorcières’,
Jungle, 2019, 64 pp. and ‘Le voleur de
songes’, 2022, 56 pp.). The Dutch
translations ‘Heksenkind’ and ‘De
dromendief’ were published by Daedalus
(2021 and 2023).
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